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ABSTRACT

Fast Track Patient Consultation system was developed to ease and give convenience for doctor to manage patient. The system functions are like managing patient manually, but the differences are it store in the database. So, there are security and safety data. It save a lot of time because of consulting patient is not taking about an hour. It definitely will run through a lot of patients for a day. The system functions as a stand-alone, which means there is not need online or internet to run this system. And it builds by using Java language, one of the currently modern languages that applied in everywhere. Using Java need powerful application like Netbeans. Netbeans provide easy drag-and-drop function components. It is friendly application because of Graphical User Interface (GUI). The study has been made during developing the system and among of the study are by searching on the internet about existing system that is similar with the system that want to be developed and for researching. The output from this project will be a computerized system that can help any all the clinics in managing or consulting the patients.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Currently, information about patient record manually record in the paper and kept in a document files. This enable probability for patient information that has been recorded lost was high which might due to user mistakes or occurrence of accident like fires. To prevent this accident from happening, the measure used by keeping and storing the information in safest and secure like in a computer. So, the system must be developing to handle and give convenient for doctor to refer the patient information.

The system that will be developed focus on patient consultation when visiting the doctor. It is called Fast Tracking Patient Consultation that the name itself suggest this system is fast and quick for doctor to deal with patient that having some disease. When dealing with many patients waiting in the list queue, it is very important to have system that organize and manage patient effectively and efficiently. This system will cover the aspects and functions according to requirements.
1.2 Problem Statements

There are several problems need to be state in current manual record.

- The records that store in cabinets are not very safe and easily being invaded by anyone.
- Accident could happen anytime. When we lost the patient data, there are no ways we can recover it back unless we photocopy the data. But the amount cost for photocopy already exceeds high cost if they have thousands of patients.
- The doctor needs to write all complaints, diagnosis, immunizations, and drugs in the paper. There are quite amount of works need to be type down in the paper and can cause lost fatigue to doctor due to many things to write it down.
- If the paper is lost, searching will be tiresome and consume a lot of energy and time.

1.3 Objectives

- To handle the patients fast and quick.
- To organize and manage patients efficiently.
- To store the data and information in database, which is the database is very secure and safe to store some very important information about the patients.
- To backup and restore automatically without the needs to be worrying about the lost of data.
- To provide function that can manipulate all data systematically and faster.
1.4 Scope

Scopes of this Fast Track Patient Consultation target only for staff in their own clinic because the staff done all the works.

User Scope:

- Staff (Doctor)

  The staff use the system to records all the patient information such as complaint, diagnosis, vital sign, immunization, and drug.

The Scope of the System includes:

- Select and View
  The patient that needs to be consulted must be selected first and detail information about patient will be displayed.

- Login
  After the patient had been selected, the login with patient name and their patient number will be displayed and therefore, the next process will be consulted.

- Add information
  The process involved determines the complaint given by patients, their immunization, vital sign, diagnosis, and of course, required drugs that need to be provided.

- Print prescription
  The reports involve collected queries about patient’s information and will be printed to handout to patients.

- Backup / Restore
  Backup is copying selected database to local hard disk. Restore is recovering the backup database or replacing into their originality places.
1.5 Project Significance

Of course, the system will benefited more to staff (doctor) and then follow by patients.

- **Staff**
  
  Because the quick and fast of this system will manage, doctor can handle or deal many patients without wasting time and consuming much energy. Expected per patient with about 10 to 15 minutes time to ends.

- **Patient**
  
  It is important to patients to get their disease terminated as soon as possible before their spread to others human being. Therefore, the quicker the doctor handles the patient, the more benefit it will be given to other patients.
1.6 Expected Output

The expected output of this project is system based that will integrate with JavaDB database management system which can help organize and store data safely in database. It is to ensure safety of data. The system also can provide function to help doctor to manage their patient effectively and efficiently.

- Application System
  The final system should help the doctor to handle the patients.
- Providence
  The output will give convenience to clinic’s staff.
- Improvement
  In the future, the enhancement will be implementing to enrich the system’s features.
- Helps
  Any outside help or expertise who wants to continue in this work will be pleasures.

1.7 Conclusion

The conclusion for my system is it helping the doctor in consulting the patients. This new system will give benefits for doctors and patients. It might also become the first new ways of managing the patient because of replacing the manual methods on how to consulting the patient to the new way of consulting the patient via computer systems.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter it will describe about literature review and methodology that will be used during developing the project. The chapter mainly contains information on the definition of and its benefits in the organizations.

A literature review can be just a simple summary of the sources, but it usually has an organizational pattern and combines both summary and synthesis. By doing literature review may give a general idea to improve overall performance to my system. It might give a new interpretation of old material or combine new with old interpretations, or it might trace the intellectual progression of the field, including major debates.

Methodology is a technique or approach that will be used during developing the project. It can guide developer to manage and develop the project systematically. The methodology the have been chosen for this project is The system development life cycle (SDLC) and the database life cycle (DBLC).
2.2 Facts and Findings

For this section, it will list about facts and finding that relate with this project based on research that has been made from internet and research. This section also will be divided into three sections which are domains, existing system and techniques. In domain section, it will describe about domain that can relate with this project while in existing system section, it will study about existing system that has been used and similar with this project. In techniques section it will describe techniques or approaches that can be used in developing the project.

2.2.1 Domains

The main domain of Fast Track Patient Consultation (FTPC) is hospital management for the Clinic or Hospitals. The clinic provides its services to the patient and if it is critical, then they would be referred to other hospital or department. Before the patient being sent for further treatment, the clinic will sent the patient information about their diagnosis, immunization, vital sign, complaint, and drugs to the hospital so the knowledgeable about patient can be spread quickly.

The importance of this domain is to make an enhancement from the current system to be more manageable and well used.

2.2.2 Existing System

The systems that will be developing are the new method for managing patients in clinics. The previous system is handled manually by writing down in the paper. The steps are like everything information about patients is by typing down in the paper. So, there actually are no real existing systems that exist before these systems develop. For the first application that involve in clinic, there will be major or minor flows missing,